
Question Text 

Q3. How often do you use the Visitor Map?

Visitor Map Product Survey 
FCG IA number: 30709 

Q1. Please rate your overall experience with the MOBILE APP. 
version of the Visitor Map.

Q2. Which new feature or functionality would you most like to see 
incorporated into this mobile app?

Q4. Would you like to see real-time notices, closures, and/or alerts 
(e.g. area closures, fire restrictions, etc.) from the Forest Service 
integrated with map products such as this one?

Q5. What type of local, real-time information is most important to 
you?



Q5. What type of local, real-time information is most important to 
you?

Q6. Do you think Twitter content (Forest Service tweets) adds value 
to the Visitor Map?

Q7. Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the Visitor 
Map mobile app?



Answer Text 

Star rating ( 5 stars) 

Frequently

On occasion

Rarely

My first time

No

Yes

Visitor Map Product Survey 
FCG IA number: 30709 

Add the ability to select multiple activities in the Explore 
menu (e.g.  camping & hiking) at once

Add the ability to change offline basemaps (e.g. satellite, 
streetview, topo etc)? 
Add the ability to bookmark my favorite areas, to include 
having the app open to my current location or one of my 
favorite areas

Improve the capabilities of sharing my location with family 
and friends so they know where I am or where I've been

Keep it simple and improve what you have right now (don't 
add anything new).

Current closures on roads, trails, recreation sites or other 
areas

Safety information related to weather, wildlife, trail or road 
hazards

Notification of upcoming events such as interpretive events, 
seasonal campground, road and trail openings, or planned 
closures



Yes, I like USFS tweets on the map

I occasionally read USFS tweets on the map

I don't read USFS tweets on the map, but I have seen them

Having USFS tweets  on the map is not important to me

Open ended question
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Q5.

Q6. 
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(Open ended question) 
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